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Introduction

From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic an iron curtain has descended across the Continent.

- Winston Churchill

Winston Churchill’s quote refers to the Soviet Iron Curtain—the nonphysical boundaries dividing Europe at the end of World War II. Today, countries worldwide are forming digital iron curtains...
within their efforts to preserve sovereignty and control public opinion. Russia, China, North Korea, and Iran, to name a few key examples, control and restrict their cyber domains to prevent foreign intervention. In contrast, liberal democracies like the United States currently lack substantial legislative freedom to similarly control and restrict their cyber domains and are therefore becoming more susceptible to foreign interference of various types. This was demonstrated very recently with the conflict between Ukraine and Russia (2022–23)—the latter restricted domestic media to try and restrain opposition to this conflict while it also disseminated anti-Ukrainian and anti-Western propaganda to try and undermine Western support for Ukraine.

The main argument of this article is that some countries worldwide will attempt, and many times succeed, to form their own restricted internet networks—“internet bubbles”—for the purpose of avoiding undesired foreign influence and to better govern and control their domestic affairs. The authors further argue that these internet bubbles position nondemocracies better than democracies to gain and preserve cyber sovereignty, considering the difficulty to attribute cyberattacks and propaganda. However, these internet bubbles are not hermetically sealed, and the rise of platform and corporate governance might aid democracies to govern their virtual borders from foreign influence.

Examining the hypothesis begins with discussing the rise in cyber warfare and foreign interventions through cyber means. Notably, the internet was always subjected to hacking and manipulations by foreign agents, often conducted through its backbone. But cyber warfare and other forms of foreign interventions became more common and prominent for many countries worldwide recently, directed mostly against the West and the United States, and might in turn threaten sovereignty. Cyberattacks were directed at the state not only directly but also through private parties, serving as a state’s beneficiary proxy, as exemplified within the cyberattack by North Korea against Sony Pictures Entertainment in November 2014. Further, it is only natural for a sovereign state to protect itself from malicious foreign interventions. Yet, authoritarian states also seek to limit foreign civil and cultural influences.

Methodologically, the authors examine the arguments, suggestions, and predictions with a traditional international relations approach and treat each international actor as a unitary actor seeking to gain complete sovereignty and independence. This argument is based on traditional theories of international relations, sovereignty, and proxy warfare, as well as a legal analysis of cyber proxy wars from both international and domestic law perspectives. Since it is an extreme and obvious case of undesired foreign influence, the focus of this article is on cyber proxy warfare.

This article examines and compares the three cyber domains of three global powers—the Russian, Chinese, and American domains—to predict how international actors will use cyber warfare against their adversaries, while keeping their own cyber domains safe. Finally, other modalities are suggested that can
replace the necessity of creating internet bubbles—a suggestion that is derived from the comparison of the American, Russian, and Chinese cases.

Interestingly, the February 2022 invasion of Russian forces into Ukraine and now the conflict between the parties has demonstrated that cyber warfare is limited. It is an important tool for times of peace and times of tensions and mainly for disseminating propaganda. However, in times of kinetic conflicts, the utility of cyber warfare is limited simply due to the fact that it takes kinetic means like infantry, tanks, jets, and other weapons to conquer land. The conflict between Ukraine and Russia has also demonstrated the argument about the strategic need of an internet bubble. That is, putting values like democracy, liberalism, and human rights aside, Russia has restricted its internet and media to deny any anti-governmental and pro-Western influences.

**Sovereignty, Conflict, and Cyber Proxy Wars: Setting the General Framework**

Nations generally desire to control their internal affairs. That is, they seek the ability to control their domestic affairs, control their population, as well as to control their ability to make foreign policy decisions like engagement in trade, war, or diplomatic relations in general. In the context of this article, cyberspace is a platform upon which states can fulfill this desire of control, especially regarding their domestic affairs. Politicians and their constituents in the United States, the European Union (EU), Russia, and China have grown increasingly nervous about letting capital, goods, and people move freely across their borders and the threat of terrorism or even the COVID-19 pandemic only made this more prominent. In the age of information and cyberspace, politicians and their constituents are also concerned about the type of information crossing into their digital borders.

States are also willing to engage in conflicts over their sovereignty. In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, major wars and conflicts have all been characterized by the involvement of foreign powers in the affairs of other actors or those of their allies and beneficiaries. For the conceptual purpose of this article, conflict between states can emerge, among other ways, mainly in two ways: first, when actors disagree about their mutual international affairs. Second, when actors try to influence and intervene in the domestic political arena of other states. In this regard, Fredric S. Pearson suggested that there are six key reasons for states’ interventions in others’ affairs: (1) they wish to acquire territory or domains; (2) to protect social groups; (3) to protect economic interests; (4) to protect military or diplomatic interests; (5) they intervene due to ideology; and, lastly, (6) to keep or adjust the regional balance of power.

States may acquire control over matters through peaceful negotiations, military pressure, or any other use of power—soft, hard, smart, or sharp power. In the context of this article, and the question of power and influence through cyberspace, the question of how one can measure sharp power such as disinformation or cyberattacks arises. This is rather complicated and has no definitive
answers yet, partially since many executions of power are made through proxies carrying out cyberattacks, blurring or hiding the involvement of an international actor in another's affairs, thus making the attribution of the hostilities even more difficult. Furthermore, the actual victim can be considered a state proxy itself, as one might treat Sony Pictures Entertainment as such within the abovementioned cyberattack against it in 2014. Moreover, even when a victim state can point at the perpetrator state or actor, traditional military or economical retaliation is often more difficult to justify than when dealing with kinetic actions, and the attribution problem often renders deterrence slow, blunt, and ineffective.\textsuperscript{13} Furthermore, following Karl W. Deutsch and Andrew Mumford’s theme, when states consider ideology, interests, and risks, they tend to opt for the use of proxies.\textsuperscript{14}

The conceptual soil on which the conflict is now fought, in this respect, is cyberspace itself. Cyberspace allows states a rather high degree of anonymity and detachment from their actions. The difficult forensic process of attributing an attack to a specific perpetrator makes the internet an ideal tool for waging a proxy war.\textsuperscript{15} While states are legally responsible for activities undertaken through their proxies, holding them responsible will depend on proof (i.e., the attribution of the proxy’s actions to its patron). However, some actions—such as spreading disinformation and online propaganda—are currently not even considered illegal on the international level and states use this to influence other international actors and even to resist traditional hard power such as the case of Russian disinformation against the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in the Baltic region.\textsuperscript{16}

States strive to control their affairs, including the type and nature of information their citizens consume. Even liberal democracies seek to restrict influence on public opinion if this influence is malicious. The extreme case of such influence is cyber proxy warfare like foreign mis/disinformation campaigns and for this reason this article demonstrates this argument with examples of cyber proxy wars. Following the discussion of sovereignty, conflict, and traditional proxy wars, the authors define the term \textit{cyber proxy wars} to further elaborate the argument. Combining and extending the definitions of proxy wars by Deutsch and Mumford, cyber proxy wars could be defined as international conflicts between two foreign powers fought on or using the cyber domain, disguised as actions taken by unrelated international actors or entities, made in an attempt to influence an actor’s strategic outcomes; for instance, where both the attacker and the victim can be a proxy.\textsuperscript{17} In the age of information and technology, cyberspace—through cyber warfare—serves as the perfect arena to avoid direct conflict while trying to obtain Pearson’s six goals for intervention. In general, cyber warfare can be defined as using cyber weapons as well as the domain itself in order to execute strategies and policies that undermine and influence other international actors. These acts can be executed by all forms of international actors. The characteristics and associated benefits of cyber tactics make them very attractive for use by states and even terror groups alike.\textsuperscript{19}
The Formation of the Russian and Chinese Internet Bubbles

In this section, the authors focus on Russia and China since their internet bubbles are still relatively premature, although they are constantly growing, and in contrast to the North Korean Kwangmyong internet bubble, are still not entirely hermetic. The North Korean internet bubble is almost hermetically sealed off, and all information and communications, in and out of the country, are controlled by Kim Jong-un and his government. The article also addresses the actual structure of cyberspace and argues that all layers of cyberspace can be restricted—physical, logical (data routing), information, and users. These layers affect many things such as regulation and the relations and interactions between all users, states and people alike. In practice, as exemplified by the Russian and Chinese examples, restricting physical and logical layers can lead to a more restricted internet bubble while controlling information and users in cyberspace can lead to a more subtle internet bubble. That is, for instance, the fact that North Korea is physically and virtually disconnected from the global grid makes the North Korean internet very restricted, more so than Russian legislation against foreign information.

Unfortunately, while writing this article, one of the largest international conflicts since World War II between sovereign nations erupted between Ukraine and Russia. Although Moscow sought to have its grip on what it perceived as its “backyard” already in 2013–14 and even before, the current 2022–23 conflict—or war—between Ukraine and Russia demonstrates the argument about the strategic need for internet bubbles but also demonstrates the limited magnitude of cyber warfare. In fact, Russia acts in two spheres of information and one of warfare. First, Russia seeks to restrict and control its domestic affairs, through control of media and information, to oppose any domestic criticism regarding the invasion of Ukraine. Second, it disseminates anti-Ukrainian and anti-Western propaganda globally to undermine international support for Ukraine. Third, Russia puts more effort in kinetic warfare than in cyber warfare simply due to the fact that its aims are kinetic—Moscow wants to conquer land and one does not conquer land just with cyber means but coupled with kinetic means like weapons, tanks, and infantry (that is, cyberattacks are secondary to the main effort).

The Russian Internet Bubble

Russia has the potential to pose the largest threat to the United States, the European Union, and other democracies in general. Its influence over global affairs is probably not lesser than its predecessor, the Soviet Union, as Moscow influences almost every major actor, in every region of the globe, and, as was uncovered in 2016, on its main adversary, the United States. The Russian Federal Council has in fact emphasized the increasing importance of cyber warfare and use of cyber-related actions to accommodate and complement other types of acts in the international relations arena.
Russia does not only utilize cyberspace to exert its influence on a global scale but also to protect itself from foreign cyber influence. Russia is working to create its own protective shield, a Russian internet bubble. Moscow’s December 2019 successful attempt to unplug itself from the internet was just another step toward total domestic control of its domestic cyber domain—RuNet. The Russian exclave Kaliningrad was connected to Russia via the Kaliningrad Cable, owned by Rostelecom, in 2021, further expanding its capabilities of internal communication. Moscow had begun the process in early 2000s when it established control over television and the press—an act that allowed it to gain more control over information consumed by its citizens. Moscow then turned to address cyberspace, and the developing Russian internet bubble is meant to deal with the technological and psychological aspects of the internet and its use by Russian citizens. For example, the Yarovaya Law, Russia’s “sovereign internet” law, the Russian mass communications surveillance system (SORM), and the law making Russian applications mandatory on smartphones are all examples of the legal regulation of the technological aspects of the internet—namely and mostly the logic layer, which Russia seeks to gain control of. The psychological aspect of the Russian cyber domain is controlled through the “fake news” law, the law concerning disrespect, and a recent law regarding foreign agents’ activities. The efforts on the part of the technological aspect are aimed to regulate outside sources, while those on the part of the psychological aspect are aimed to discourage Russian citizens from criticizing the authorities and cooperating with outside forces.

In the context of the Russian “special military operation” in Ukraine, the abovementioned restriction of domestic information and media and the influence campaigns on foreign audiences allow Russia to implement sharp power. While leaks, anonymous communications, and rogue media allow Russian citizens a glance at the outside world, mass media is generally protected against unwanted information about the conflict in Ukraine and thus antigovernmental sentiments are limited.

The Chinese Internet Bubble
China is another key global adversary of the United States and is much closer in diplomatic and military relations to Russia than to the United States, a fact that downgrades the United States from the global premier to some extent. At home, China has successfully gained almost complete control of its internet since the early twenty-first century, restricting social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and even Tinder; blog platforms such as WordPress; some email providers; and even search engines such as Google. As an alternative, China allows for domestic social media platforms and other service providers to operate like WeChat, Weibo, Tencent, Baidu, and many others. China also restricts access to messaging applications such as Telegram, Signal, and WhatsApp. Furthermore, platforms such as YouTube, Netflix, the New York Times, the BBC, and even Wikipedia are all restricted in China. As previously mentioned, China’s
internet is also currently locked behind the “Great Firewall”—a national project aimed at monitoring and censoring available online content through various means and methods—which can be conceptually compared to the Soviet Iron Curtain.39

China’s foreign policy and cyber activities are aimed to protect the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and to ensure domestic stability, territorial integrity, modernization, and economic growth; or, in other words, to ensure Chinese sovereignty and national security.40 In December 2016, China has released its first National Security Strategy, which states that there can be no national security without cybersecurity and further reaffirms that “cyberspace sovereignty is an important part of state sovereignty.” China’s cybersecurity law, which acts as the baseline of its cyber regulation, came into effect in June 2017, alongside many other additional laws and policies that were enacted to ensure complete regulation of the internet—to ensure the CCP’s “cyber sovereignty.”41

As a national strategy, China addresses mainly the economic, political, and military spheres of cyberspace. As Amy Chang noted in 2014, there are six main issues promoted by the CCP: (1) economic development through cyber industrial espionage on other countries, including the United States; (2) pro-Communist propaganda and control over domestic information, as discussed; (3) utilization of offensive cyber operations to express discontent with acts of foreign powers; (4) development of military cyber capabilities both of infrastructure and of personnel; (5) maintaining intelligence and continuous reconnaissance of the cyber capabilities of China’s adversaries; and (6) promotion and justification of domestic surveillance.42 These six issues are executed by China’s global footprint in the technological domain, especially as the Sino-American trade competition intensifies. Chinese companies like Huawei are perceived by the West as a challenge because China has found a way to penetrate the West not just with propaganda but with hardware and software as well. Yet this, of course, is a topic for another full article.43

China’s strict control of its domestic internet and its general cyber sovereignty means that by now China effectively has an internet bubble. In comparison, Chinese internet regulation is stricter than its Russian counterpart, and in fact, it applies to all four layers of cyberspace: the Chinese government controls the physical layer through the regulation of routers, switches, servers, and other hardware in general. It commands the logic layer through its control of Domain Name Systems (DNSs), Internet Protocols (IPs), software, and websites. Power over the information layer is achieved through state censorship, and as a result, China also controls the user layer as the state manipulates and shapes users’ experiences.44 However, it should be noted that the restrictions imposed on the user layer and in part the information layer as well are not bulletproof as Chinese citizens and foreigners often employ workarounds, such as virtual private networks (VPNs) to bypass web restrictions.45
American Internet Regulation and Deproliferation: Responses to Foreign Insurgency

Cyber proxy wars are more challenging than kinetic ones from the legal and sovereignty aspects. They also negatively affect liberal democracies such as the United States more so than non or less-democratic states and might even threaten democracy. This is due, partially at least, to legal constraints and barriers for forming internet bubbles that serve to mitigate the dangers and harms of cyber proxy wars. The authors argue that the power to control parts of the internet, and the lack thereof, might eventually challenge the proper functioning of some governance forms, perhaps especially those whose legal regimes highly value and protect free speech. To further articulate the differences between cyber and kinetic proxy wars, one must first understand how some legal regimes might contest cyber proxy wars differently than kinetic ones. To do so, this article examines the two potential legal methods whereby cyber proxy wars are likely to be handled: international law and domestic law.

The first realm that might affect cyber proxy wars is the international sphere, and more specifically international public law. If international law prohibits proxy wars—then, prima facie, they should not be conducted. In reality, however, international law likely fails to regulate the conduct of states regarding proxy wars in general and cyber proxy wars in particular. Aside from political or otherwise economic barriers for such conduct regulation, the international sphere might prove trickier than one might presume, especially regarding cyber operations, which lack effective regulation within the realm of international law, as the article will discuss further.

In the kinetic world, it is evident that states have almost full sovereignty over what occurs within their physical boundaries and can thus exercise various rights in response to certain hostile foreign acts, such as the right to self-defense. The question of whether and how a state could respond to a nonphysical exercise of foreign powers within its own domain, be it the physical or cyber one, does not enjoy great legal certainty at this time. The answer would greatly depend on the characterization of the act and perhaps the harm that it caused, but also on a formal acknowledgment of state sovereignty in its cyber domain and its legal boundaries.

Theoretically, the general legal status of cyber proxy wars could be inferred from that of regular proxy wars—those that existed prior to the emergence of the cybernetic ones. Proxy wars were formally acknowledged within the realm of international law since the 1980s. While the legal framework around proxy wars consists of a patchwork of international treaties and customary law, it does establish legal obligations binding states to act responsibly in their use of proxies. These rules and obligations establish, for example, a constraint on the use of force and the responsibility of a sponsor state for “internationally wrongful acts” committed by its sponsored proxy. Conversely, the enforcement of such legal obligations is scant at best and thus lacks substantial teeth.
To understand the extent to which cyber proxy wars could be regulated through international law, one might suggest setting a framework for interpreting cyber proxy wars under the existing legal framework, in equivalence to physical proxy wars. As previously suggested, building on Deutsch and Mumford’s definitions of kinetic proxy wars, one might define cyber proxy wars as international conflicts between foreign powers, disguised as acts carried out by unrelated international actors in an attempt to influence an actor’s strategic outcomes, using or fought on the cyber domain.55

Actions carried out as part of cyber proxy war campaigns might implicate and breach, inter alia, the existing international norms of nonintervention, as well as those prohibiting the “threat or use of force” and “armed attack” against a foreign state, similar to how kinetic actions by states and proxies could breach the same norms. If one further considers viewing cyber acts as acts of war, then, at least theoretically, they must first meet the requirements of *jus ad bellum* and then the law of armed conflict and international humanitarian laws.56

Nevertheless, cyber proxy wars are even more challenging to regulate than their kinetic predecessors. First, as previously mentioned, the problem of attribution is greatly enhanced in the cyber realm, adding difficulties to prove or even know which state was behind an attack. But aside from these challenges, applying the traditional legal framework of the international laws of war to cyber operations raises many difficulties regarding fulfilling traditional definitions and requirements originally meant to be applied to, and fulfilled by, the kinetic, physical world of war and its elements. Put simply, since international law only determines which physical actions would justify physical responses, the major challenge would be determining when a cyber action would amount to and equal such an action as to justify and make legitimate a response.57

This challenge served as one of the main reasons for the writing of the Tallinn Manual—a nonbinding expert’s opinion on how international law should interpret and apply to cyber activities with respect to the law of war.58 The manual addresses the issue of applying these norms to cyber operations and offers an interpretation of when a cyber conduct would breach each of them.59 In international law, it is only when an action amounts to an “armed attack” that the right of self-defense may be invoked, allowing the injured state to respond to the hostilities.60 Since states generally seek to retain sovereignty within their own cyberspace, they thus generally also enjoy the inherent right to act in self-defense in the face of an armed attack.61

According to the manual, one must examine whether the act in question constitutes either an intervention, a threat or use of force, or an armed attack; all depending on the purpose of the act, the target, and its impact. A state may therefore exercise its right to self-defense only when it is the target of a cyber operation that rises to the level of a kinetic armed attack.62 Not every act conducted as part of a cyber proxy war will fall under the manual’s or international law’s requirements, as they will not constitute an “armed attack” and will therefore not qualify as an actionable act.63 Even if the international law of war
were to unequivocally apply to cyber proxy wars, it would only allow for a very narrow and limited opportunity to respond, even if difficulties like attribution were overcome. With time, states might sign bilateral agreements in cyberwarfare, modeled on the Cold War-era arms control treaties. But for now, such agreements do not exist, and international law currently lacks legally binding or sufficiently enforceable norms.

As the article previously established that the formation of internet bubbles will greatly affect cyber proxy wars, the authors further argue that domestic laws will greatly shape these bubbles and their creation. As laid down, cyberspace consists of several different layers, each of them facilitating the next. The state could generally govern any layer of the internet in its effort to create an internet bubble: it could control the physical infrastructure; control the logic or information layer; or directly regulate end users, much like in the example of Russia’s RuNet.

Regarding cyber proxy wars, however, the regulation of end-users might not advance the state’s objective to a great extent since these users might not be under a state’s jurisdiction. They might, for instance, be foreign agents residing outside of it, and pursuing them would prove highly difficult, expensive, or generally ineffective. The state might therefore be left focusing its efforts mainly on the first three layers. Control of the first three layers—the infrastructure, logic, and information layers—is gained mostly through control of those who operate and maintain them: the online intermediaries (i.e., internet service providers [ISPs] who maintain the different infrastructure and online platforms).

Thus, the creation of internet bubbles relies heavily on how online intermediaries are regulated by the state—or how much the government can control and command them. This is where the Chinese-Russian and American approaches greatly differ, walking down diverging paths. The American legal system generally abstains from imposing any form of direct or indirect liability on online intermediaries. Under the American liability regime—it would be highly difficult, if not almost impossible, to mandate or control an American internet bubble for almost any reason, let alone to combat cyber proxy wars. One of the main reasons that the United States might be in a severe disadvantage in defending against cyber proxy wars, or properly responding to them, is that its legal regime makes it highly difficult to form internet bubbles. The U.S. approach largely relies on the market to self-regulate, based partially on Adam Smith’s monumental notion of the “invisible hand.”

This approach is currently articulated under the Communication Decency Act (CDA). While this 1996 act was originally aimed at curbing online pornography, large parts of it were deemed an unconstitutional infringement on free speech by the U.S. Supreme Court and thus struck down, all but keeping one highly influential section—known as section 230. Under the current prevalent interpretation of section 230, the CDA grants broad immunity for online intermediaries, and they generally are not liable for third-party content they host. This exemption from liability generally grants broad immunity to any
ISP, regardless of the legality or legitimacy of the content hosted, while ISPs are also entitled to remove offensive or otherwise objectionable content from their platforms when acting in “good faith.”

It is thus challenging from an American perspective to regulate ISPs, and thereby the content that is present in online platforms, as long as such content is considered protected speech under the current Supreme Court’s libertarian stance on the First Amendment, and as long as section 230 remains intact. Such regulation might impede free speech, guaranteed by the First Amendment, which is considered a highly important human right for various reasons, but perhaps mostly plays an important role in protecting democracy. In other words, the U.S. approach would generally abstain from obliging ISPs to act as censors, not because all content must remain online at any cost, but because the government should not, and legally speaking cannot compel intermediaries to make such judgments, at least for the time being.

However, many argue that it is both possible and desirable to amend section 230 and that, at the very least, some internet intermediaries should bear legal liability in some instances. The United States had, in fact, experienced some recent changes in its view regarding intermediary liability when former president Donald J. Trump claimed he intends to create a so-called “internet kill-switch” for national security purposes. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, Twitter had begun tagging some of the tweets made by Trump as factually false, while adding informational links to news articles. In response, Trump signed an executive order that allowed the Federal Communications Commission to craft rules that will govern internet intermediaries under section 230. Even with this new order, and after the Capitol riot on 6 January 2021, Twitter had permanently banned Trump’s account over the “risk of further incitement of violence,” and Trump’s attempt to file a lawsuit against them for doing so eventually failed. But more importantly, such regulation did not last long, as U.S. president Joseph R. Biden decided to revoke Trump’s executive order that targeted section 230.

Still, section 230 is not a constant. Reshaping or even revoking section 230’s safeguards to intermediaries might enjoy bipartisan support, at least at this time, as reflected in the view of President Biden, among other U.S. senators, and there are few proposed bills that aim to do so. Other bills might also directly tackle foreign disinformation on social media, adding some exceptions to section 230. Currently, however, more than 25 years after its enactment, section 230 remains intact, and other legislative attempts to limit its scope failed for now.

There are many facets to choosing a liability model, and it greatly depends on the legal jurisdiction in question. It is not our purpose here to discuss which liability model is more optimal in general (if such normative evaluation could even be objective), or to show how choosing one model would impact human rights and liberties differently than another. Rather, this article aims to exemplify how the American liability regime comes into play within the context of
cyber proxy wars, and to further shed light on the potential future path that those susceptible to such wars might take (or are already taking)—if they keep their current legal approach to intermediaries.\textsuperscript{81}

Even if section 230 changes over time, it is difficult to see how the United States would directly create an internet bubble, as such a move stands in stark contrast to the American notion of free speech. Any form of regulation that will attempt to create a U.S. internet bubble by infringing upon free speech, through any means of controlling one or more of the different layers, will very likely be constitutionally challenged, and thus subjected to strict scrutiny—the highest and almost impossible threshold that the state must pass to prove the lawfulness of such regulation.\textsuperscript{82} Of course, if the president declares a “war or threat of war” or even “a state of public peril,” then they might be able to exercise various authorities such as taking control over “wire communications” under a 1934 act—including the internet.\textsuperscript{83} Therefore, at least in its territory, the U.S. president might be able to control the internet without even adhering to Congress.\textsuperscript{84} With that being said, it is highly unlikely that this authority will be easily exercised, especially not in the context of proxy wars, cybernetic or not.

There could be some other forms of regulating intermediaries that could potentially also affect cyber proxy wars. One example could be using advertisement rules or other forms of mandatory disclosures regarding those who purchase online ads.\textsuperscript{85} Following the 2016 U.S. election interference, some states had in fact passed election laws that obligate ISPs to disclose information about the identity of those who purchased political ads.\textsuperscript{86} But, aside from potential practical difficulties, like that of acts of concealment by an actor within a proxy war, laws of this nature (if challenged in court) will not likely be deemed constitutional as they are considered compelled speech, which could also infringe upon the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{87} Moreover, in the context of this article, such disclosure laws will only tackle potential cyber proxy wars from a very limited aspect—serving a narrow solution to a much wider challenge.

**Means to Preserve Sovereignty in Cyberspace**

The United States might make use of other potential means, which do not include the creation of an internet bubble per se, in its effort to preserve sovereignty and resist cyber proxy warfare. One means is to actively restrict transactions between U.S. entities and parent Russian or Chinese companies, essentially banning their use in the United States. Former president Trump had attempted to do so with ByteDance and Tencent (the parent companies of TikTok and WeChat, respectively).\textsuperscript{88} The problem here is that such means are highly limited as it only targets a fraction of intermediaries and is less relevant for U.S. companies as long as section 230 remains intact.

A more plausible means is that of the market self-regulating. Under this argument, it is upon private actors—like ISPs—to regulate the kind of harmful conduct involved in cyber proxy war campaigns. In other words, the American approach, which created the governmental barrier of noninterference within
an invisible hand perspective, might also drive the market to respond to cyber proxy wars, and thus, even without forming an internet bubble, mitigate at least some of the risks to the United States from them.

The question of whether this approach advances the rationales of free speech or not could be debatable, but it is beyond the scope of this article. Here, in this context, the authors merely strive to show how these constitutional barriers and the legal regime in the United States could be used as a tool by other jurisdictions within these cyber proxy wars. The problem with market self-regulation are its numerous potential failures. It is perceived as unlikely that for-profit companies will self-regulate their platforms, even despite ongoing cyber proxy wars, unless such self-regulation proves economically beneficial for them.

The market, however, could be nudged to combat these wars, at least to some extent. The government or other policy makers could, for instance, warn companies that they might be regulated if they do not act in a self-regulatory manner, which will, at the very least, reduce the scope of these proxy wars and their perceived damages and negative effects. Consider the congressional response to the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data breach—an example of how one might use ISPs to influence politics (and advance their own agenda)—that could demonstrate how Congress might pressure or nudge online intermediaries to act without the need for direct legislation or regulation.

Furthermore, these online platforms often aid the government under what is termed as public-private partnerships (PPPs)—collaborations between governments and online intermediaries in managing online behavior. The authors have witnessed such PPPs in American history and more closely within some of the secret surveillance programs that Edward Snowden revealed in 2013. If properly incentivized to “voluntarily” assist the government, online intermediaries might assume a role as a cyber proxy for governance responses to cyber proxy wars. In the post-Snowden era, Congress further granted authorization for ISPs to monitor their information systems, operate defensive measures, and share “cyber threat indicators” or “defensive measures” for a cybersecurity purpose.

But all in all, the United States might just attempt to respond to cyber proxy wars by utilizing other means at hand, which might prove simply more feasible. It might deploy its political, economic, or otherwise kinetic strength to directly or indirectly combat those who operate against it within the cyber domain. The limits of such means, however, lie within those sovereign powers who are less reliant or dependent on American political or economic support. While the United States, on the other hand, might find itself heavily reliant on foreign powers who may already have an internet bubble in place and therefore places it in a severe disadvantage in fighting the cyber proxy wars.

Still, even without resorting to kinetic wars, the United States might simply act aggressively within the cyber realm directly against its adversaries. It might also begin to heavily regulate what enters its kinetic and digital borders to some extent. In the physical realm, the United States could respond to proxy wars by
banning specific imports. In the digital realm, it might regulate end-users by banning specific apps or regulate the market by banning or otherwise restricting transactions between U.S. companies and foreign ones—relying on national security arguments. Such tactics had been taken regarding the Chinese-owned apps TikTok and WeChat.

Eventually, without a significant shift in the American perception of online intermediaries’ regulation, the solution to cyber proxy wars will probably lie elsewhere than with the formation of a U.S. internet bubble. The United States will likely continue to have an open internet, as opposed to an isolated bubble, albeit with independent market forces, as part of a notion of self-regulation, likely to intervene more to address harmful effects. Under corporate social responsibility or other incentives, we are likely to see platform governance on the rise, which could eventually include a direct response to cyber proxy wars. We have already begun to witness how some social media companies, like Facebook or Twitter, are forming their own oversight boards, intended to make principal decisions regarding content moderation.

And truly, corporate governance is on the rise and might prove useful as a shield against foreign influence. Content moderation and the removal of accounts that are linked to domestic political influence is constantly occurring around the world, such as in Ukraine, Iran, Russia, to name but a few examples. These platforms are already shaping the scope of national security in many countries. On the other hand, there are still limits for such influence, especially when for-profit companies wish to stay in the market. To exemplify, when the Russian government was dissatisfied with Twitter’s content removal procedures, it almost immediately slowed it down for users. Thus, one of the problems with platform governance is that eventually these for-profit companies act to increase their revenues outside of the United States as well.

Only time will tell whether such an approach could work for the United States. Perhaps internet bubbles make a more direct and efficient way of handling cyber proxy wars. But they do come with costs in terms of human rights and liberties, and if ISPs do a rather decent job in combating these proxy wars—even if not as good as with a strict liability regime in place—then this trade-off might prove worthwhile. It would be unfortunate if nondemocratic states will eventually misuse democratic and liberal values against those same states who attempt to safeguard them.

Finally, it is important to note that while the United States and Russia-China serve as opposing examples for domestic law regimes, other legal regimes could be placed along the spectrum between a liberal democracy and a non-democracy. Indeed, the greater fear and challenge might lie within those other legal jurisdictions that desire to implement a regulatory regime rather similar to that of the United States, but lack any meaningful other powers—be it political, economic, military, or otherwise—to challenge and engage with cyber proxy wars without adhering to direct legislation or intervention. Lacking strong constitutional safeguards such as those of the United States, countries may resort to
legislation and deeper intervention in cyber space, and internet bubbles might form in many countries as a defensive measure. This could, in turn, eventually negatively affect online free speech rather dramatically, and subsequently affect and perhaps even threaten democracy and liberalism itself. This concern grows more severe as we move further away from the United States’ end of the political spectrum toward that of Russia, China, North Korea, and their likes.

**Conclusion**

The authors began their article with Churchill’s note on the Soviet Iron Curtain, which existed to serve the Soviet regime and enable it to both control its domestic affairs and avoid extensive international influence. With the proliferation of the internet, along with a toothless international law system regarding cyberattacks, influence, and espionage, countries now seek to gain more control with a contemporary iron curtain of their own, thus gaining cyber sovereignty meant to avoid or resist foreign influence and intervention. Furthermore, cyber deterrence or retaliation is becoming almost impossible due to the practice of cyber proxy warfare—cyberspace is an evasive and anonymous proxy. Countries like Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea could resist foreign influence by creating their sovereign internet bubbles and gain power by influencing countries that lack such bubbles. These internet bubbles could cover all of the layers that make cyberspace what it is: Russia’s RuNet experiment, China’s sovereign internet, and North Korea’s Kwangmyong intranet project all exemplify the bubbles created by the physical layer (aimed to protect hacking and eavesdropping), the logic layer (aimed to protect from computational manipulations), the information layer (aimed to protect from disinformation or malicious software), and the user layer (aimed to protect from manipulative users).

To some extent, liberal democracies such as the United States are in a severe disadvantage in this regard. That is, while Russia and China, lacking meaningful legal and constitutional restraints, are dealing with the deficiencies of the cyber domain and the lack of binding international law, the United States is left behind due to its democratic values and governance. Cases like the 2016 presidential elections intervention by Russia or COVID-19 disinformation might all serve as examples in which the United States failed to properly protect itself from foreign threats. In contrast, the conflict between Ukraine and Russia has demonstrated, at least as of this writing (May 2023) that restricting and regulating domestic internet and media are important strategic tools to undermine foreign propaganda and antigovernmental sentiments. Still, Moscow is not safe from its own domestic arena as internal rifts and power struggles intensify in Russia but many are not directly connected to Western propaganda. The practice of cyber proxy warfare might further allow foreign powers to attack their adversaries through targeting nonstate entities and institutions associated with them, as exemplified by the Sony Pictures case.

How can the United States and other similar democracies protect themselves and remain sovereign in the age of (dis)information and cyber warfare?
As the authors argue and predict throughout the article, if the United States will not eventually “catch up” with internet-related restrictions to stand strong against its global adversaries, it will be up to private intermediaries to self-regulate such threats. The United States is not likely to form a hermetic internet bubble, but if platform governance fails, it might strive to find other ways to influence ISPs or use other means to aid them in the fight over sovereignty and control. As the authors suggest, the practice of cyber proxy warfare has in fact influenced international orders and norms. Now, the only questions are how and whether they will succeed. Otherwise, perhaps even true liberal democracies will begin to form their own internet bubbles and the internet will transform into something different altogether.
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